Merkaba, Rabbis, and the Reptilian God of Judaism
In Kaballah, the highest and most holy teaching is the Merkaba which is based
on (as the Rabbis state) how to ascend in their astral body to the physical realm
of "god". This is dealing with the highest levels of occult teachings in Judaism.
The Jews, in their secret teachings of the Oral Torah, the Kabballah, state and
give instructions for astral projection in their astral bodies. However, Rabbis have
mentioned that these are not magic realms, but rather other physical worlds. In
the teachings of Rabbi Ishmael, the other physical world that he goes to is the
world of "god" who, as the Rabbis literally state, are the extraterrestrial race in
this world of their "god" which they literally call their Teli (which means
"Masters"). They are the Reptilians whom they state are in charge of things, and
they are also called the Seraphim. They literally call these beings physical
Reptilians. However, this is also a single "god" as the Rabbis state they are a
collective hive mind. Remember Rabbi Laitman stated the Jews physically came
from another world of their "god" to conquer this world. Well if you don't have a
space ship anymore then astral projection is the next best thing for the Rabbis to
return to this world and receive orders from "god."
The Jewish Rabbis state that the teachings of ascension are how the individual
Rabbi is to pass through the gates which relate to the realms of the Kaballastic
world tree. Now, in Kaballah each astral gate that they are supposed to project
their soul through to reach the physical world of "god" has specific passwords in
Hebrew that only they know and must use to go beyond. They mention that
angels guard these gates, and the angels are thought forms, which they have
created. This is because (as the Rabbis state) there is astral restriction around
this world put here by their "god". This is the Jewish Leviathan, which is the
prison grid they have created around this world with the Torah bindings. The
Rabbis state that the skin of Leviathan is like a serpent and is made of light which
is vibration, and has the mystical writings in Hebrew upon it. In the ancient world
the serpent is the symbol of vibration, and also of the spoken word and the
element of prana which is the astral aspect of existence. This is showing this is a
vibrational field in the astral they have created with the Torah.
One of these Rabbis openly came out and said "god" (as the Torah states)
cursed humans to not live more than 120 years. This means "god" genetically
modified humans to not live more than 120 years, and thus to die. If one studies
the new genetic knowledge of aging, it is now known that there is a gene in each
cell which is only switched on in the reproductive cells. This gene, when switched
on in all the cells, produces an enzyme called telomerase that causes the cell
generation to be perfected and not lose any telomeres. This means a person

would not grow old or die. However, the switching off of this cell is what causes
the cell reproduction to become flawed, and this flaw causes physical aging into
old age and death. When they lose too much of the Telomere they die. As the
Rabbis and the Torah have stated, their "god" cursed humanity to suffer and die.
However, this might not be an actual genetic modification, but rather a
consequence of the jewish "god" cursing the soul of the Gentiles and removing
spiritual knowledge which holds the Gentile in a state of entropy. As a study done
on elderly people who did Kundalini Yoga showed, it causes in some people the
activation of this enzyme telomerase and starts to roll back the aging process
and heal them physically. They were using the SATANAMA mantra as well which
is the name of the “enemy” who destroys the Hebrew "god.”
Also note the Jewish Rabbis teach reincarnation, but that Jewish souls
reincarnate into Jewish bodies as they have a different soul than the Gentiles.
They even talk about the problem of the “mixed multitude of Moses,” the souls of
a mixture of Gentile and Jew that cause all the problems in their race. They call
these the evil half of the Jewish soul group. They are lazy in obeying the Torah
and hold back the progression of the Jewish race's victory. This might be
conjecture on the Jews part, but it shows they do acknowledge they are a soul
unto their own race and that mixing with the Gentiles is disastrous to them. Only
the most racially pure Jews, the Kohen, can be the highest Priests and govern
the Jewish race. The Jews state that they have a specific gene which makes
them the Chosen and the only “humanity,” and that they got this from their "god."
This is called the Cohen gene, and it has reptilian DNA in it. The Jews are a
reptilian hybrid race, and their alien soul is linked to the hive mind or collective
soul consciousness of the reptilians.
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